Luxury Travel: Perfect Places
to Snap Your Own Celebrity
Instagram Moment on Your Next
Vacation

By Melissa Lee
Summer is here, and so is vacation season! If you’re trying to
find your next getaway spot, checking out some of the hottest
celebrity travel locations may be the way to go. While you’re
there, why not try taking your own celeb-quality Instagram
moment to really make yourself feel like a star? After all,
you deserve it!

Interested in finding the perfect
luxury travel location for your
summer vacation? Cupid has exactly
what you need!
It seems like celebrities are constantly on the most glamorous
vacations. But, thanks to their nearly-perfect Instagrams,
we’ve compiled a list of the perfect getaway spots for you to
visit this summer:
1. Maui: Hawaii is the ideal spot to head to if you’re looking
for a tropical, relaxing getaway. Known for their tranquil
vibe, Maui is the place to go if you’re focused on laying by
the beach, tanning, and drinking your fave cocktail. In fact,
that’s exactly what Lea Michele was up to when she was
recently photographed there!
2. Jamaica: If you’re looking for another beach-y getaway but
Hawaii isn’t quite up your alley, Jamaica may be right for
you. Bachelor star Bob Guiney and wife Jessica Canyon enjoyed
being newlyweds when they visited for their honeymoon.
Related Link: Top 5 Most Luxurious Romantic Getaways in the
United States
3. Punta Cana: Although Punta Cana is known for being yet
another gorgeous, tropical spot, celebrity mom Holly Madison
took her daughter on a family vacation to Nickelodeon Hotels &
Resorts Punta Cana. If your family can’t decide on where to
head this summer, this might be the solution to your dilemma —
it’s both kid-friendly and complete with beautiful beaches!
4. Mexico: Both ideal for either a romantic vacation or a wild
girls trip, Mexico is the place to be. Bachelor in
Paradise stars and celebrity exes Amanda Stanton and Josh
Murray were recently photographed taking a relaxing walk along

the beach during their weekend getaway.
Related Link: Vacation Destinations: Spring Travel Tips for
Home and Abroad
5. Florida: If you’re leaning toward the more simple route,
Florida is the perfect place to just hang by the beach and go
out at night. Not too long ago, former Jersey Shore star Pauly
D and girlfriend Rocio were seen taking a romantic stroll on
the beach together.
What are your favorite vacation spots? Share below!

